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Bulletin item

Victims' Voice

Detail

Links/Contacts

Victims' Voice is a partnership between Disability First and Smile Mediation.

Download information
leaflets below:

Funded by the Police and Crime Commissioner, the partnership supports, advocates and empowers victims
across Lancashire who suffer from Hate Crime or hate incidents of any kind. It aims to break the cycle and reduce
repeat offending towards people targeted for their differences.
As well as supporting victims, Victims' Voice believe the cycle of abuse can be broken by tackling the behaviour of
the perpetrators too. This is tackled through a unique programme focused on Hate Crime Awareness and
Restorative Justice for Offenders.
Information leaflets are available to download to the right. Please share this information with your networks.

Young Film
Makers
Competition

In 2014/15 a Young Film Makers Competition took place across Lancashire inviting children and young people to
make short films in relation to the Five Ways to Wellbeing: Keep Connected; Be Active; Take time out; Try
something new; and Give.

Community Leaflet
Hate Crime Awareness
and Restorative Justice
Contact Victims'
Voice:
enquiries@victimsvoice.org
View the competition
entries below:
Young Film Makers

Competition entries, including the winners, can now be viewed on the CYP Trust website. The films will be a
lasting legacy of the competition and can be used as resources for settings to help with aspects such as health
campaigns, promotions, awareness raising, lesson plans, assemblies and projects.
Follow the link to the right to view the films, and please share this information widely across your networks.

Public Health England are running the national 'blood in pee' campaign from 15 February to 31 March 2016.

Access further
information below:

'Be Clear on Cancer' aims to achieve earlier diagnosis of cancer by raising awareness of the signs and symptoms
and encourages people with relevant symptoms to see their GP without delay.

Essential information

Be Clear on
Around 17,000 people in England are diagnosed with bladder or kidney cancer each year and around 7,500
Cancer: Blood
people will sadly die, but this need not be the case – knowing what to look out for can save lives!
in Pee campaign
Further information can be accessed in the document to the right and at www.nhs.uk/bloodinpee. Campaign
posters are also available to download to the right for display in your settings.
Please share this information widely across your networks.

Campaign poster 1
Campaign poster 2

